1. PURPOSE

To ensure that instructors can present required course material at the appropriate level, students must demonstrate adequate preparation for course enrollment. In particular, students must meet prerequisite requirements. Prerequisites should be clearly stated and publicized.

2. GENERAL PROVISIONS

2.01 Prerequisite requirements for a given course specify courses that must have been previously completed, applicable minimal qualifying grades and/or credit hours in those courses, and entrance exam cut-off score requirements as appropriate.

2.02 Students not meeting the prerequisites for a course will not normally be permitted to enroll in that course. Students may take courses without having the specified prerequisites only upon obtaining the consent of the department/school chair and the instructor of the section in which the student wishes to enroll.

2.03 Students, who enroll in a course for which they have not clearly satisfied the prerequisites or equivalent or obtained the appropriate permission, may be dropped from the course.

2.04 Academic catalogs must include an explicit statement concerning the prerequisites for the course.

2.05 All prerequisite semester credit hours must be included in the total hours required for the degree.

3. PROCEDURES FOR CHANGING PREREQUISITES

3.01 Any change to a course prerequisite must be approved by the department/school chair and college dean.

3.02 In alignment with the catalog publication cycle, changes to course prerequisites can only be made once per academic year. All proposed changes must be submitted by the department chair, through the academic dean to the Office of the Registrar prior to the start of academic advising for the academic year in which the changes take effect.
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